UNIFIED PEST CONTROL
As part of the global expansion of UNIFIED PEST CONTROL in the Middle East have a very high priority and setting up and its aim.
Indicate enhanced commitment to the region by using being in a canter of Dubai brings us close to people, which means we can
respond to customers’ needs and service technique immediately.
UNIFIED PEST CONTROL COMPANY Provide services to residential and commercial Weed Control, General pest control,
termite control and even Structural Fumigation. Since its inception 2012. UNIFIED PEST CONTROL has become the synonym
to high quality Public health services throughout in the Middle East. We proudly cover the whole spectrum of the health services
industry ranging from Pest Management, Termite Proofing & Bird control, to Hygiene Services, and Food Safety Consultancy. All
of these services are covered with care to the residential, commercial, and Industrial sectors
With highly qualified including Technicians, Engineers, Field expert, and qualified Entomologist all of this teams are supported
by the latest technologist, equipment and scientific programs to ensure our quality services. This complete and tightly –knit structure
insures high quality of wide range services to the general public.
UNIFIED PEST CONTROL sets its sight on providing a high quality of services to all its customers, the intensive research and development
needed to increase the awareness and importance of specialist services and products in this scientific field, in the terms of proper public
health measures, sanitation care, personal hygiene, protection of stored products, furnishing and structures against the invitation of pest
in all type of properties. All these has been achieved by educating maintenance executives structural engineers, housekeeping-executives,
property and procurement executives of local, public and private sectors, through specially designed courses, seminars and conferences.
UNIFIED PEST CONTROL staffs must have basic skill in Math, Chemistry and general awareness. A high school diploma of equivalent is the
minimum qualification for pest control jobs. Although a college graduate is not required, almost of our pest control workers have either
attended college or earned a degree.

OUR VISION
To remain market leader of pest control industry through technical expertise, moral value, adopt continuous
market requirement, innovation and provide professional quality services to our valued customer as per their
need and satisfaction.

MISSION
To provide the highest turnkey service in the Public and Environmental Health Industry. That is second to none,
thereby creating pest free and hygienic environments for the public and environment at large

SERVICE SECTION

OUR TOP VALUED CLIENTS

Responsive and Local Service unified pest control is a company with local offices.
Integrated Pest Management a proactive program based on your needs and budget. Unified pest control
identifies the causes of pest problems, which controls costs and minimizes material use.
Always Available We will work with your schedule. Pests work 24/7 and so do we.
National and International Coverage as part of unified pest control Pest Control an American Commercial
pest control company, we service to everything from pizza shops to international food processors.
Your own dedicated service team trained, experienced and trustworthy. unified pest control helps thousands
of businesses.

COMMERCIAL PEST CONTROL
HOME PEST CONTROL COMMERCIAL TERMITE CONTROL
RESTAURANTS AND BARS

Pest Control for Hospitality Businesses whether you run a bar, restaurant, take-out or eat in establishment,
your most valuable asset is your reputation. Customers base this principally on food and service, but your
customers also expect the highest level of cleanliness. Mice, rats, flies and cockroaches pose a particular
threat to hygiene standards in food preparation and storage areas because of their disease risk. However,
there are a wide range of other pests that can spoil food or be a nuisance to your customers.

A STANDARD KITCHEN

Unified pest controls professional approach to proactive pest management protects food service businesses
from pest problems. Your local technician will regularly service your premises to check bait stations, inspect
for signs of pest activity, identify potential risks and advise you on steps that help prevent future pest problems.
If there is a problem, our rapid response commitment means that your technician will arrive quickly and deal
with the pest problem to prevent recurrence. If you coordinate multiple locations, these can all be combined
into a single service agreement with an account manager to coordinate service while each individual location
still has access to a local service team.

HOTELS & MOTELS
Keep out Unwelcome Pests Proactive pest control is important for hotels not only because of their vulnerability
to pest threats, but also because of the impact they can have on your hotel's reputation.

HOTEL ROOM

It is important to recognize that different parts of a hotel face different pest challenges. Unified pest control will
develop customized service programs to keep these areas pest free. Kitchen and Dining Areas Hotel kitchens,
restaurants and other dining areas need particular protection from and all pests that pose a high risk of spreading
disease. Proactive treatment is essential in these areas and will be expected by health inspectors. If pests are not
adequately controlled, they will move from food preparation and storage zones into dining and other areas which
may upset and disturb your customers. Hotel rooms the biggest pest threats to hotel rooms are other biting insects.
Bed bugs are becoming a major issue in hotels in the world. All hotels are at risk, but especially those where there are
large numbers of international travelers or those whose guests move frequently between hotels. Prompt action is crucial
early ensures that they do not spread to other parts of the building. In addition to simply treating bed bug problems,
unified pest control Pest Control can help you to train your staff to look for to ensure early detection

INTERIOR
Other areas of the hotel including sports facilities or back-of-house areas are at lower risk of infestation, but should
be included as part of the regular service plan

EXTERIOR

Unified pest control Pest Control will also treat and prevent pest problems around the perimeter of your
hotel including wasp nests, bird deterrence and helping to proof the grounds against other wildlife. Exterior
treatment offers you some interior protection as well.

INTEGRATED SERVICE PROGRAMS FOR HOTELS PROFESSIONAL
Proactive pest management from unified pest control Pest Control is designed to protect hotels from
pests with a customized plan based on specific threats and your particular needs. Your local technician
will regularly visit your facility to check bait stations, look for signs of pest activity, identify potential risks
and advise on any steps to reduce the risk of future pest problems. Bed bug inspections are a crucial part
of our regular hotel service
If there is a problem, we are committed to rapid response this means that your technician will arrive
quickly and deal with the pest problem to prevent recurrence.
Multiple locations can be incorporated into a single service agreement with an account manager
coordinating service across your hotels with each individual site having links to their local technicians
and service team.

SUPERMARKETS PROTECTING GROCERY RETAILERS FROM PESTS
A supermarket is no place for a pest not just because of public perception and brand risk, but also
because of the serious health risks particularly in areas where food is handled and stored.
Unified pest control specializes in supermarket pest control. No other company can rival our experience
of keeping supermarkets free of pest problems or dealing with them if they occur.

FOOD STAND IN SUPERMARKET

Our program provides protection against pests. During regular service visits, your pest control service
technician will fully inspect all areas inside and around the exterior of the store to identify any pest
activity or risks and take action to address them.

FOOD PROCESSING
Proactive Pest Management for Food Manufacturing The production and packaging of food is a highly
competitive industry that demands the most stringent quality and hygiene standards. In this environment,
even minor pest activity is totally unacceptable.
Our proactive service is designed specifically for food manufacturers to ensure that pest activity will not
compromise your standards or those of your customers and auditors. Unified pest control is an Illinois (USA)
Dept. of Public Health certified company. The service plan unified pest control develops is customized for your
facility and will consider pest threats according to your method of food processing, the raw ingredients you
use and your final food product. Unified pest control Technicians focus on prevention to minimize the risk of
an infestation. They will work with you to define an effective approach and will advise you on practices and
procedures that will reduce the risk of pests entering your facility. Any treatment performed aims to minimize
material use

OFFICES

Preventing Pest Problems in Office Buildings

Pests in and around offices can greatly disturb people working in them. Pests can also damage buildings,
electrical wiring and inventory with computer equipment and cables being particularly at risk from the
gnawing of rodents.

BOARD ROOM

There are a number of factors that contribute to the risk of pest problems in an office:
Location (city, urban, industrial park, rural, etc)
Age, construction and condition of the building
Size and layout of the offices
The type of goods stored in or near the offices
Whether food is served on site
With so many variables, each office building needs to be carefully evaluated to assess the pest risk and
develop a customized pest program. is a crucial component of a successful pest management program,
and your local technician will regularly service your offices to check bait stations, look for signs of pest activity,
identify potential risks and advise on any steps you can take to reduce the risk of pest problems.
If there is a problem, our rapid response commitment means that your Strickall Technician will arrive
quickly and deal with the pest to prevent recurrence.
If you are responsible for multiple office buildings, these can all be incorporated into a single service
agreement with an account manager to coordinate service delivery across facilities while each individual
site has access to their local technicians and surveyors.

GOVERNMENT BUILDINGS

While this describes a wide array of different environments, our approach is to provide a customized
service to meet your specific needs.
With public buildings to run, public housing to maintain and government offices to manage, government
organizations operate some of the country's largest property portfolios. They also have statutory
obligations to find value in all the services they buy.
Unified pest control (Pest Control) can help federal, state and local authorities to meet these aims by
providing best value for the protection of residents and public assets from pest problems.
In addition to pest control unified pest controls Bird Control Specialists can protect many larger federal
and state buildings, including International and Locals Airports from pest birds such as starlings and pigeons.
Whichever services we provide, the key differentiator is that we deliver effective, environmentally-sensitive
and value-based pest control that contributes to the quality of life of residents.
We can help government agencies and facilities deliver cost-effective protection from pest problems.

SCHOOLS

Don't let pests detract from learning
Creating the right atmosphere for learning is hard enough without the added distraction of pests.

A SCHOOL BUILDING
Not only do pests distract children but they can also pose a real threat to their health and damage school
buildings of all types. Unified pest control (Pest Control) develops effective pest management programs to
keep schools and colleges pest free. Unified pest control will conduct an in-depth evaluation of your facility
whether daycare or a major university - and customize an appropriate pest management program. If there is a
problem, our rapid response commitment will mean that your local technician will arrive quickly and deal with
the pest to prevent recurrence. You can be assured that unified pest control Technicians are skilled, experienced
professionals they are required to participate in regular training programs to keep their skills and expertise sharp.

HEALTH CARE
Keeping Healthcare Facilities Free of Pests Pest control service plays an important role in preventing secondary
infection in all types of healthcare facilities including:
Hospitals
Orphanage Homes
Dentist's Offices
Specialist Clinics
Doctor's Offices
Hospitals and other healthcare facilities are busy and it is difficult to prevent rodents, flies, roaches and other
insects from entering the building and thriving with the food and warmth they find there

RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY MANAGEMENT

Keeping Apartment Buildings & Condominiums Pest Free Preventative pest control is essential in residential
property management - a pest problem in one apartment, left unchecked, can spread throughout the building
carrying potential disease and infection. Once pests have gained access to a building they need very little food
and water to thrive and multiply!

HOME PEST CONTROL
Bed bugs & Household Pests:
Termite Control & Termites:
Carpenter Ants & Carpenter Bees:
Year Round Protection:
Protecting Your Home & Family from Pests Having pests in your home is more than an inconvenience. Pests
can also pose health risks to adults, children, pets and even damage your home
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Email: unifiedpestcontrol@gmail.com, pestunifiedgulf@gmail.com
Website: www.unifieddubai.com

